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I 
M'y irwoniaion` reidteis’in general to’rotáry'piii‘dps 

93nd“, more pdrticularly, to' á; device oîf" t?‘e' type' 
having“ radially~ movable' pistons for pmnpm'g‘ 
fluidi a" primary ob‘j'ect of' trie invention being" tior~ 
prövide a vajrîiab’fe displacement pill’np‘À of' 

` rotor' to which nie' pistons are" obnrieoiëd" sind 

2 
ino’p'ëriitive position wherein- tho auxiliary 

a‘x'is" 'c‘z‘ói?itzi‘de's’v With' the alxis; of rotation óf the” 
mein rotor" to‘ an operative' position wherein' the‘ 
áuxii'iár'y exis is spaced its maximum distance» 
from“ the axis> of rotation" of the nia-in' rotor, 
wiiereß'y' to very' the displacement-,of the" pump 
from zero 15o mäximum vande. l 
Another object' or the invention is _to provide 

aï pump wherein- tlíe’ aforementioned actuatirig'L4 

annular eccentrics in synchronism ~from an’ in 
operative position viîhere'ix'rl they' drei-n opposition 
t'o" an operaiìtiviäy position wherein they .firefi?L ape 
position so* aisl tof shiïf't“ the auxiliary' rotor e.; 

Anv important object of" the i‘rïv‘efntìo‘rij` fo“ 
provide a pump of»` the foregoing' geneì‘ïäl ch'aî?# 
acter liavi'ng means» for shifting the -eLuiì'iliàT?y' 
rotorlaterally witlilrespect t0y the xíffatií'irotors?)a 
92s to vdry'tlie> stroke ofi the~pistons in'. the-irréel 
spect'ive cylinders, whereby t'oivar'y the dîspl'äc'e 
ment of' the pump; 
Another objectisto provide.suolil a pump háïv‘ 

ing means lfor shifting. the auxiliary rotor from" 
aninoperati'Vev position» wherein the »auxilìàry‘ axis` 
coincides` with the exis of! rot'alti'on of‘tl'i'e m'laiin4 
rotor" and wherein the displacement of Àtììe' pumpY 
iïs'zèro to an‘ operative’positìon wherein tlíeaux‘il‘ 
ia'ryaxis is spac'ed‘fi'orn the' axis of lrotation ofthe 
main rotor'Y and' wherein" the> dispiàcè?ient" of` the 
pump is greaterv than zero".I . 

A Another object is. to provide means" for shift'-V 
ing“ the auxiliary' rotor between inoperative' amd"` 
operative»positionsA in a plane'. v 

Another` importanti object is to provide“ a" oà‘rn 
means» for l shifting the> auxil‘idry~ rotor wh'ièn‘ 
comprises a,” pair>> of sstn'nuliëtr"ee‘c‘e'ntriè‘sî'disposedJ 
one within’ the' other.` , 

tion"v to an‘ operativer position' wherein“ tliëy aji‘e’iiisv 

Th‘e"` for elg'oi'ng'l provides allvária‘ble'- displacement; 
don'stajn‘iíI pressure pump; whic'n- is another im; 
portant object'fof the-invention; 
The' foregoing objects i of»` my' inventionL á-ndï the 

2)* advantages s'uggegîesteclAl thereby-,~ together 

¿p Figi- 4ì a-»vie'w‘ similarto“4 Figi4 a aridi snowing 
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which is rotatable about an auxiliary axis B-B, 
the auxiliary rotor being shiftable laterally with 
respect to- the main rotor between an inopera 
tive position, shown in Figs. 1 to 3 ofthe drawing, 
wherein the vauxiliary axis B-B coincides with 
the main axis A-A, and various operative posi 
tions, one of which is shown in Fig. 4 of the draw 
ing, wherein the auxiliary axis is spaced from 
the main y axis. fThe device also includes cam 
means I8 for shifting the auxiliary rotor,` I1 „be-1 
tween its operative and inoperative positions, 
actuating means I9 for operating thecam means, 
and means 2U responsive to ñuid pressure in the 
outlet port I3 for operating the actuating means.;V f 

§15" 
ing IIl is provided with inlet and'outlet bosses.- ,_f, 

Considering the device in more detail, the hous 

22 and 23 having bores 24 and 25 therethrough 
which respectively communicatezwith-the inlet  
and outlet ports I2 and I3, the respective bosses ,_ 
22 and 23 being provided with counterbores 26 
and 2ï to receive inlet and outlet pipes (not 
shown), or the like. Connected to one end ofv 
the housing iü by bolts 30 is a bracket „3| .byl 
means of which the device may be mounted on 
a suitable supporting structure, the bracket being` 
provided _with holes 32 for mounting bolts (not 
shown), or the like. vThe oppositeend ofthe 
housing IU is provided with a recess 33 for the 
actuating means I9, a cover plate 34 for the 
recess 33 being connected to the housing by means 
of bolts 35. _ ì 

Disposed within the chamber I I in the housing 
is an annular liner 38 which defines a rotor, 
chamber 39, the liner having a plurality of aper 
tures 4I] which provide ñuid communication be 
tween the rotor chamber and the inlet and out 
let ports I2 and I3. The main'rotor. I4 is dis 
posed in the rotor chamber39 and uincludes anf 
annular disci 4IA which encircles the auxiliary 
rotor I1, the cylinders I5 extending through 
the annulardisc in radial directions with re-l 
spect to the main axis A--A.> The outer pe 
riphery of the annular disc 4I makes substan> 
tially fluid-tight contact with the inner periphery 
of the liner 38, i. e., the peripheral wall of the 
rotor chamber 39 and the sides of the annular 
disc engage thrust rings 42. Any fluid leaking 
between the annular disc 4I and the liner 38 
on the high pressure side of the pump flows to 
the low pressure side thereof through clearances 
provided between the sides of the annular disc 
and the side walls of the rotor chamber 39, _as 
best shown in Fig. 2 of the drawing. 
The main rotor I4 includes a main _shaft'45` 

which is formed integrally with the main rotor 
in the particular construction illustrated and the, 
axis ̀ of which coincides with the main axis A-A, 
the shaft 45 extending through bearings 46 which“ 
are disposed in a _counterbore 41 in thehousing 
I0 and which are separated by a bearingl spacer 
48. A shaft seal 49 for preventing leakage “fromv 
the rotor chamber 39 along the shaft 45 encircles 
the shaft and is disposed in V_a counterbore 5I) 
in the housing IIJ. The shaft _45v extends through 
a bore 5I in _the housing ID and is provided with 
means 52 for connection to any suitable device 
(not shown) for driving the main vrotor I4, the 
means 52 comprising a socket formed in lthe 
outer end 'of the shaft in the particular con-V 
struction illustrated. 
The auxiliary rotor I1 comprises a master rodv 

55 which is carried by a shaft means comprising 
an auxiliary shaft 56, the latter being provided 
with thrust collars 51 respectively engaging op, 
posite Asides of the master rod. Preferably, an; 
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annular bearing insert 58 is disposed between 
the master rod 55 and the auxiliary shaft 56. 
Asbest shown in Figs. 3 and 4 of the drawing, 
the master rod is pivotally connected to one of 
the pistons I6, and the remaining pistons are 
pivotally connected to the master rod by the link 
rods 59. l 

Y As best shown in Figs. 1 and 2 of the draw 
ing, the I, auxiliary shaft V56, `thefaxis of which 
coincides „with the auxiliary axis B-B, is car 
ried by a bearing B2 which is retained on „the 
auxiliary shaft between one of the thrust collars 
51_andva lwaswher_63_ by a nut 64. 

i; Consideringthefoperation of the pump as thus 
far described, it will be apparent that rotation 
of_._tl_1_e _main ̀ shaft 45 will result lin rotation of 
the main and auxiliary rotors I4 and I1, rotation 
of'fthe main motor being communicated to the 
auxiliary _rotor through the pistons I6 and the 
connections between the pistons and the aux 
iliary rotor. As long as'the auxiliary rotor is in 
its inoperative position, i. e„ the position shown 
in‘Figs. 1 to 3 ’of the drawing, wherein the aux' 
iliary‘vaxisv B-B coincides with the main axis 
A"_A," theV pistons I6 remain stationary in the‘ 
cylinders»v I5 so that no fluid is displaced from 
the inlet port .I2 to the outlet port» I3. In otherl 
words, with the' auxiliary 'rotor' I1" in its in 
operative position, the displacement of the pump 
is equal 'to zero. Y ' 
However, if the auxiliary rotor I1 is shifted lat 

erally with respect to the main rotor I4 by the 
cam means I8 into an operative position, such 
as that shown in Fig. 4 of the drawing, wherein 
the auxiliary axis B-B is spaced from the main ~ 
axis A-A, the pistons I6 will reciprocate in their 
cylinders I5 as the main and auxiliary rotors ro 
tate in the direction of the arrow 65 in Fig. 4 
ofthe drawing so‘a's to displace fluid from the 
inlet `port I2 Vto- the outlet port I3."In other 

' words,ji.f> the _auxiliary rotor 'I1 is shifted rela- 
tive to the main rotor I4 in the direction shown’in’ 
Fig. 4 ofthe drawing, rotation of the main and 
auxiliary rotors in the'direction of the arrow B5 
will result in inward movement of the pistons I6 
during the interval that their cylinders are in 
communication with the inlet port I2 and will 
result` in outward movement of the pistons during 
the interval that their cylinders are in communi 
cation- with the outlet port I3. Thus, each pis`I 
ton I6 draws av charge of fluid intof its cylinder 
from the inlet port I2 during the interval that 
its’ cylinder is in communication with the inlet 
port', and4 discharges the charge of fluid into- the 
outlet port I3 during the interval that its cylinf‘l 

’der is in communication with the‘outlet port. 
It will be apparent that the stroke ofy the pistons 
IB, and, consequently, the displacement of the 
pump, are dependent on the distance that the 
auxiliary axis B-B is shifted from the main axis 
A-_-A. In other words, the displacement of the 
pumpV is zero when the auxiliary axis B-B’ 
coincides with the main axis A-A, and is a' 
maximum when the'auxiliary axis is spaced from 
the main axis the maximum distance. As will be 
apparent, the displacement of the pump may be 
variedbetween. zero and the maximum value by 
varying the spacing between the axes A-A and 
V1?»--B by means of the cam means I8. 

As will be discussed in more detail hereinafter, 
the camrmeans IB is adapted to move the auxilia 
ry axis B-B in a plane, which is indicatedA by 
the broken line C-C, so as to maintain the 
proper relation between the inlet and outlet 
portsA I2 and lI3 `_and the positions òf the _pistoIíSl 
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JIG . in their cylinders I5. The pistons .attain 
their top and bottom dead center positions with 
frespect tothe main rotor I4v as they traverse the 
.plane C-C and this plane is so oriented that 
`the-pistons attain their top and bottom dead 
`center positions during the intervals that their 
cylinders move from positions wherein they com 
municate with one of the ports I2 or I3 to posi 
tions ̀ wherein they communicate with the other 
of these ports. Preferably, the ports I2 and I3 
lie on opposite sides of and equidistant from the 
plane C-C. , 

Considering the cam means H9 in more detail, 
it comprises inner and'outer annular _eccentrics 
l1I„an_d l12, the inner eccentric being mounted on 
the bearing 62 which carries the auxiliary shaft 
‘5,6 and the >outer .eccentric ,being mounted on 
_the inner. The outer eccentric 12 is journalled 
in an annular bearing 13 which is disposed in a 
bore .14 'in the housing I0, and the inner ec 
centric 1I is journalled in an annular bearing 15 

Although 
the bearings 13 and 15 have been exemplified as 
being of the bushing type, it will be apparent that 
any suitable type of bearing maybe employed. 

It wìll~`be apparent that rotation of either or 
`both the eccentrics 1I and 'I2 from the positions 
shown‘in Fig. 1 of the drawing will resultl in 
lateral shifting of the auxiliary» rotor I1 with 
respect to the main rotor I 4. However, as 
indicated previously, it is necessary 'to shift 
the-auxiliary rotor I1 in a predetermined plane, 
Vsuch as the plane C-C, in order to main 
tain-the proper relation between the inletand 
outlet ports I2 and I3 «and the positions of the 
positions I6, and this is accomplished by rotating 
:the two eccentrics in synchronism 'between the 
positions yshown in Fig. 1 of the drawing, wherein 
the eccentrics are in opposition, and' positions 
>(not shown) wherein the eccentrics are in «appo 
sition. The eccentrics 1I and 12 may be said to 
be in opposition when the lobes thereof, i. e., the 
positions thereof of greatest radial thickness, are 
opposite each other, and may be said to be in 
apposition when'the lobes thereof are in regis- _ 
try. As will be apparent, when the eccentrics 
1I and 12 are in opposition, the auxiliary axis 
B-B coincides with th-e main axis A-A, and 
when the eccentrics are rotatedftoward the posi 
tions wherein they are in apposition, the auxil 
iary rotor I1 is shifted laterally with respect to , 
the main rotor to space the auxiliary axis from 
the main axis. In other words, 'when the eccen 
trics 1I and 12‘ are in opposition, the displace 
ment of the pump is equal to zero, and when 
the eccentrics are in apposition, the displacement 
of the pump is a maximum. As will be apparent, 
if the eccentrics are rotated from opposition into 
apposition in synchronism, i. e., at the same an 
gular speed, shifting of the auxiliary motor I1 
with respect to the main rotor vIl will take place 
in the plane C-C as hereinbefore indicated. 

Considering the actuating means I9 for rotat 
ing the'eccentrics 1I and 12, it comprises a lever 
'I8 Iwhich is pivotally connected to the housing I0 
at 19, and comprises a leverßß which is pivotally 
connected to the housing at 8|, the levers 18 and 
80 being pivotally interconnected intermediate 
their respective ends by a pin ̀ 92 which is mov 
able in a slot 83. 'I‘he lever 18 is connected to 
the eccentric 12 by a, link '85, the latt-er being 
pivotally connected to the lever 18 at 96 Iand 
being pivotally connected to the eccentrics 12 
at 81. Similarly, the lever 80 is connected to 
the eccentric 1I by a link 88, the latter being 
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ïpivotally connected tothe lever 8D at 8‘9 Vand 
being'7 pivotally lconnected-to the eccentric 1I 
at su; f _ -  Y Y 

' v.As willbe apparent, counterclockwise rotation 
>of the lever.18, vas viewed in Fig. 1 of the draw 
ing, will result in counterclockwise rotation of 
vthe eccentric 12, and Iwill result in clockwise rota 
tion ofthe lever 80. clockwise rotation of the 
latter resulting in clockwiseI rotation of the ec 
centric 1I.v Thus, rotation of the lever 18 about 
its pivot 19 results in rotation of the eccentric » 

Y'il and 12 ‘in opposite directions. 
.betweenthe various components of the actuating 

The relation 

means I9 is-‘such that the eccentric 1I and 'I2 
are rotated in oppositedirections in synchronism 
so as to shift `the auxiliary rotor I1 in the plane 
C_Cas hereinbefore:.discussed. The positions of 
the pivots 81 and 9U when the eccentrics 1I and 
‘I2 are in apposition are 4shown in phantom in 
Fig. ̀ l of the drawing Iand are respectively iden 

Although the actuating means I 9 may be oper 
-ated in any suitable manner, such as manually, 
-tov vary the displacement of the pump in the 
manner hereinbefore discussed, I prefer to pro 
vide the pump with the pressure responsive 
mea'm '20 for operating the actuating means in 
a manner to maintain the pump outlet pressure 
at a substantially constant value. Considering 
the pressure responsive means 20 in more detail, 
it comprises a piston 93 which is connected to 
the lever 18 by ai ball andsocket joint 94 and 
v'which is reciprocable in a cylinder 95. One end 
of the piston -93 vis exposed to the iluid pressure 

f obtaining in the outlet port I3 by connecting the 
'corresponding end of the cylinder 95 to the out 
let port in any suitable manner, as by a tube 96. 
`Seated against> the opposite end of the piston 
93 is a spring '91 which is retained in the cylin 
der 95 by a plug 98.' _ Y 

It will be apparent that, with the foregoing 
construction, if the outlet pressure rises above a 
predetermined value for any reason, the piston 
will move downwardly, as viewed in Fig. l of the 
drawing, to operate the actuating means I9 in 
a manner to rotate the eccentrics 1I and 12 
toward positions wherein they are in opposition 
so as to decrease the displacement of the pump 
to compensate for the increased outlet pressure. 
Conversely, if the outlet pressure decreases below 
a predetermined value. the piston 93 will move 
upwardly to rotate the eccentrics 1I and 12 
toward positions wherein they are in apposition 
so as to increase the displacement of the pump 
to compensate for the reduced outlet pressure. 
As will be apparent, such variations in outlet 
pressure may arise from variations in the load 
on the pump. 

It will thus be apparent that my invention 
provides a variable displacement pump which, 
'by utilizing the pressure responsive means 20, 
may be employed to provide constant pressure 
output, which is an important feature of the 
invention. 
Although I have disclosed an exemplary em 

bodiment of my invention herein for purposes 
of illustration, it will be understood that I do 
not intend to be limited specifically thereto since 
various changes, modiñcations and substitutions 
may be incorporated in the particular embodi 
ment disclosedV Without- necessarily departing 
from the spirit of the invention. 

I claim as my invention: „ 

1. In a device of the character described, the 
combination of: a housing having an inlet port 
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'and 'an outlet pórt‘; à rotor in said housing and 
rotatable about a main axis, said rotor having 
a plurality of substantially radial cylinders; 
means for'connectin‘g said cylinders to said inlet 
and outlet ports in sequence as Said rotor rotates; 
a plurality of pistons respectively reciprocable 
in said cylinders; shaft means providing an 
auxiliary axis substantially parallel to said main 
axis and shiftable laterally relative to said rotor 
between an inoperative position wherein said 
auxiliary axis substantially coincides with said 
main axis and an operative position wherein said 
>auxiliary axis is spaced from said main axis; 
means for pivotally connecting said pistons to 
said shaft means; and means for shifting said 
shaft means between said operative and inoper 
ative positions, the shifting means including cam 
means operatively connected to said shaft means, 
a control cylinder carried by said housing, ~a con- ' 
trol piston reciprocable in said control cylinder. 
passage means connecting said outlet port to 
one end of said control cylinder so'that pres 
sure variations in said outlet port result in move- . 
ment of Said control piston in said control cylin 
der, and means connecting said control piston 
to said cam means. 

2. In a device of the character described, the 

10 
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combination of: a housing having an inlet port ' 
and an outlet port; a rotor in said housing and ̀ 
rotatable about a main axis, said rotor having 
a plurality of , substantially radial "cylindersç 
means for connecting said cylinders' to said inlet 
and outlet ports in sequence as said rotor ro 
tates; a plurality of pistons respectively recip 
rocable in said cylinders; shaft means providing ‘ 
an auxiliary axis substantially parallel to said 
main axis and shiftable laterally relative to said 
rotor in a, plane between an inoperative posi 
tion wherein said auxiliary axis substantially 
coincides with said main axis and an operative 

.position '.wherein said auxiliary axis spaced 
fromsaidxmain axis: means for pivotally con 
necting said pistons=to1saîd shaft means; an 
inner annular-„eccentric rotatable’ on 'said> shaft 
means; an'outer annular eccentric rotatable on 
'said inner eccentric; and actuating means for 
rotating said eccentrics'in synchronis'm-to shift 
said shaft means in said-plane between said`op 
erative and inoperative positions, ̀ including a 
ñrst lever pivotally connected to said housing, 
including a secondl lever pivotallyfconnectedto 
said housing, including means for pívotally con 
necting >said ñrst lever to said second lever, in 
cluding means for vpivotally'connecting said first 
lever to one of said "annularv eccentrics, including 
means for pivotally connecting said second lever 
to the other of said annular eccentrics, and in 
cluding means for rotating'said first lever about 
its pivotal connection to said housing. '_ i 
'3. A Adevice as set forth in claim 2 wherein the 

means last defined includes means exposed Yto 
`and responsive to pressure variations in said 
Q_ outlet port.' ' ' ' 
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